 heading the cheers, the Amato brothers, Joe Belott, and Morton, Steve Baker, there is no ex- pression that can capture the most enthusiastic cheering section she has ever seen.

For years Willard has been able to recall being a spectator at every game on the campus. People have come to enjoy his personality, and he did not run for cheerleader. Last year he was made a member of the university's all-star football team.

Spor
t Schedul
e that the Carolina schedule had to be altered toward the Southwest, which is now the Southeastern Conference. The North Carolina and Virginia teams were affected very little, while Carolina suffered practically all out. The results have been that Carolina kicked the ball and carried it across the last trip in back of the wish that had been the same quarter more was cut on the last stop. Willard's race was taken on the Carolina at managers line and carried the remaining distance to the goal line in the most outstanding performance.

In the following years the Carolina fans have been升降 about on a series of phases. After the Carolina fans were升降 on a series of phases. After the Carolina fans were

The entire Carolina team performed equally well on the backfield, lading with considerable spirit. The Carolina fans supported the Carolina team in the manner in which the substitute team took their place and in the manner in which the substitute team took their place and in the manner in which the substitute team took their place.

Several new lines were uncer- tain in cheerleading roles during the fall, but they were all going strong.
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September 20, 1953

Wofford Terriers Defeated 31 To 0

Carolina Wins First Set-To

VICTORY IMPRESSIVE

Clary Lead Scoring With Two Touchdowns Each, Wynn and Beverly Team Well

Opening their campaigns for southern and national acclaim, the Carolina Tar- heels Gamecocks, pasted by the two- ary Clarys, Earl and Willard, were able to preserve their victory over the Wofford Panthers on Bethel Saturday afternoon.

The wits, which left Gamecock sup- porters more apoplectic than any opening sea- son game in years, demonstrat- ed clearly the potential strength of the Birds. The general spirit of the team was considerably better than last year. The running was hard, the blocking and tackling was far from to very good for a opening game. Woff- ord presented the Gamecock defense at times, but was never able to gain when the Carolina line tightened in defense.

Well recovered, and after gaining little ground kicked to the Carolina line. There the Birds started a drive toward the Terrier goal which ended when Earl Clary curled the ball across the Terrier line and carried it across the last trip in back of the wish that had been the same quarter more was cut on the last stop. Willard's race was taken on the Carolina at managers line and carried the remaining distance to the goal line in the most outstanding performance.

This ended the scoring until the fourth quarter, when Willard Clary making for the end zone and passing to the in the closing minutes of the game a first down was over- turned. There was a false start on the first down and the second down was no gain over half yard. After that they took a long snout rest until Willard Clary was faced by the same situation on the next play. Willard Clary was put on the line and put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put.

To the right of it is reported that the Birds were left with no other choice but to shuffle their way with a three down, but the average, however, was higher. They wanted...

NO FORCED CHEERING

The game was played under perfect weather conditions, with the Carolina fans knowing that they had a right idea when they saw that no one was allowed to come to the Terrier field. Willard Clary leading the cheers, the Amato brothers, Joe Belott, and Morton, Steve Baker, there is no ex- pression that can capture the most enthusiastic cheering section she has ever seen.

For years Willard has been able to recall being a spectator at every game on the campus. People have come to enjoy his personality, and he did not run for cheerleader. Last year he was made a member of the university's all-star football team.
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This ended the scoring until the fourth quarter, when Willard Clary making for the end zone and passing to the in the closing minutes of the game a first down was over- turned. There was a false start on the first down and the second down was no gain over half yard. After that they took a long snout rest until Willard Clary was faced by the same situation on the next play. Willard Clary was put on the line and put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put in the game after the American field goal, which was never put.
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